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Hacking the Bomb: Nuclear Weapons in the Cyber Age
Andrew Futter1

The development and spread of cyber weapons, information warfare capabilities and the
new dynamics of the so-called “cyber age” are providing a considerable – albeit nuanced –
challenge to the management, thinking and strategy that underpins nuclear weapons. While
Cyber will not supersede nuclear as the ultimate symbol of national security any time soon,
the challenges of the digital age range and impact right across the nuclear weapons
enterprise from safe, secure and reliable command and control to new problems for
proliferation, espionage, sabotage, and deterrence, and will undoubtedly complicate future
crisis management between nuclear-armed rivals. The main aim of this paper therefore is
to unpack this challenge, debunk any myths, and provide a framework through which to
understand, evaluate, and ultimately address the emerging cyber-nuclear nexus.

Key words: nuclear weapons, nuclear strategy, cyber, normal accidents, espionage and
sabotage, deterrence, crisis stability

Introduction: cyber hype and the bomb
The hype surrounding the threat of “cyber attack” has become particularly pervasive in recent years
with concerns abounding about a possible “digital Pearl Harbor”2 or a “cyber 9-11”3, and in this
new computer-based environment it has become vogue to assume that cyber will increasingly
impact every aspect of national security thinking and strategy. Indeed, it is now over two decades
since John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt warned in their seminal article that, “cyber war was
coming”.4 However, and while the growth of “cyber” and the associated technological dynamics of
the information age are increasingly shaping security thinking and strategy, they do not – at least
not yet – fundamentally undermine or supersede the role of nuclear weapons as the ultimate
guarantor of national security. Attacks on computers, software or key systems are unlikely to
become “strategic” any time soon – even the highly sophisticated Stuxnet virus was limited in its
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destruction, did not cause any fatalities and took many years and considerable expertise to perfect.
Neither are teenage hackers – or terrorists - likely to be able to detonate a nuclear weapon from the
comfort of their bedroom, or hack into the Pentagon and begin a nuclear World War Three as in the
1983 film War Games – at least, that is, not for the foreseeable future.
That said, the dynamics and developments of the so-called “cyber age” are nevertheless
changing, recasting and exacerbating existing tensions right across the nuclear weapons enterprise.
These challenges are myriad in their scope, and range from the safe, secure and reliable command
and control of nuclear forces – including the threat of nuclear accidents, through new problems for
information and systems security, proliferation, and the safeguarding of highly sensitive nuclear
secrets, to new complications for strategic deterrence and the emergence of a cyber-nuclear security
dilemma that must be factored into future crisis stability and management. In this way, the
challenge of the cyber age for nuclear weapons is more nuanced and subtle than perhaps it first
appears, complicating and obfuscating the inherent challenges associated with nuclear weapons
rather than fundamentally transforming them. While these challenges are far from insurmountable,
they do – taken together – represent an important shift in the nature of the environment in which
nuclear weapons are thought about, states manage their nuclear forces and nuclear policy and
strategy is made. The aim of this paper therefore is to unpack and assess these new challenges,
debunk any unhelpful myths, and provide a framework and basis with which to fully understand the
nature and implications of the cyber age for nuclear weapons.
To do this, the paper proceeds in six sections; (1) the first seeks to demystify what is meant
by the term “cyber” and the concept of a “cyber age” and presents a suitable framework through
which to examine the nuclear weapons enterprise; (2) the second looks at how the growing
complexity of nuclear systems and reliance on computers more generally may lead to more “normal
nuclear accidents” and create new vulnerabilities to be exploited; (3) section three looks at the
threat, nature and implications of nuclear espionage and at how the nature of “spying on the bomb”
has and will evolve in the cyber age; (4) the fourth section considers the seriousness of cybernuclear terrorism and other new forms of sabotage and destruction of nuclear weapons and related
facilities; (5) section five examines the link between nuclear and cyber, explains the problems of
cyber defence and arms control, and assesses the role of nuclear weapons in deterring cyber attack;
(6) finally, section six looks at how cyber weapons and methods of information warfare are
complicating future crisis management between nuclear-armed actors
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The cyber challenge to nuclear weapons
The nature of the term “cyber” is fundamentally contested, and there exists no one definition that all
adhere too when seeking to use and analyse the concept.5 The natural result is that different
analyses come to different conclusions and offer different solutions to different problems – this
unfortunately continues to hamstring much cyber analysis, and has undoubtedly complicated the
ongoing cyber debate. The fundamental problem is that what constitutes “cyber” remains very
much in the eye of the beholder. In fact, “cyber” analyses range in scope from those that use a very
narrow definition and that focus primarily on Computer Network Operations (CNO)6 and attacks
over and through the Internet, through a broader concept that tends to see cyber as closer to the field
of Information Warfare (IW) – and therefore includes more than just CNOs, up to analyses that treat
cyber as a holistic concept effecting every part of national security thinking, and that see the
concept as referring to an all-encompassing “cyber age”. On a second level, cyber analysis is often
hampered by the considerable differences between types of cyber attack, which range across a
“cyber spectrum” from simple “hacking”, “hactivism” and nuisance – which might be carried out
by anyone and be of relatively minimal concern, through denial of service and espionage, up to
sabotage, destruction and possibly existential attacks and war – much more likely to be the preserve
of powerful nation states.7 As Thomas Rid and Peter McBurney explain “Cyber weapons span a
wide spectrum. That spectrum, we argue, reaches from generic but low potential tools to specific
but high potential weaponry.”8 It is this diverse nature of the scope and challenge that creates many
of the problems that underpin cyber analysis, and is key reason for continued disagreement about
the level and nature of the threat.
Clearly each of these approaches has benefits and drawbacks, but for the type of wideranging examination being undertaken here, it makes most sense to look at all aspects of cyber
phenomenon and consider it in its broadest scope and across the physical, informational and
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cognitive domains as well as just the logical domain of Computer Network Operations (CNO). In
this way, the framework adopted here is designed to consider the impact that the increasing
digitization of society is having on nuclear thinking and strategy. While the discrete threat of
hacking and attacks over the Internet are clearly important, they are far from the only dynamics that
will impact the nuclear weapons enterprise. Instead, the cyber challenge can be thought of as all
measures designed to attack, compromise, destroy, disrupt or exploit activities involving computers,
networks, software and hardware/infrastructure, as well as the people that engage with them.9
In this way cyber attacks can be physical, such as those carried out by people on computers,
hardware, communications nodes, wires and machines that permit the circulation and storage of
information, or logical, such as attacking the commands that tell the hardware what to do and the
software that allows the transmission, interpretation and sharing of key information; carried out
through computer networks and the Internet or attacks on software, such as through certain
malware, logic bombs and general hacking; and by attacking the information on which the systems
and therefore operators act and make their decisions – such as by altering key information sets and
data. The cyber challenge therefore also includes the natural problems inherent in increasingly
complex computer systems – such as badly written software or programme “bugs”10 – and the
overall uncertainly of whether key systems will always work as expected irrespective of outside
interference. In this way the cyber challenge involves both inherent vulnerabilities in nuclear
systems as well as the threat from actors seeking to gain access to these systems in order to alter,
disable, disrupt or damage them. Finally, perhaps the key components of the cyber challenge are
humans: it is people that design systems, write software, and place their faith in computers and
machines to carry out tasks as intended. Ultimately, it is important to remember that the humancomputer interface remains a key “battlefield” in the cyber age – computers don’t think (at least not
yet), they do what they are programmed to do.
The result is a cyber-nuclear taxonomy that seeks to consider the challenge in the most
holistic manner, and therefore includes not just attacks on nuclear weapons over the Internet, but
also broader types of attacks on information and information systems related to the nuclear weapons
enterprise, as well as other cyber attacks that might involve – but are not necessarily directed
against – nuclear weapons. We can think of classifying this in terms of five sets of descriptors: (1)
broad-based attacks on civilian or military infrastructure that might have implications for nuclear
forces (i.e. deterrence and strategy) and discrete attacks directed at nuclear weapons and associated
9
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components and infrastructure; (2) physical attacks on computers, software, hardware,
communications or networks related to nuclear weapons (e.g. destroying a satellite, crashing a
computer or compromising communications), and logical attacks – those conducted at a distance,
and through the exploitation of malware, logic bombs and other computer-based attacks, and
possibly over a network or the Internet; (3) attacks and vulnerabilities that primarily involve
computers and machines, those that involve humans, and those that involve a combination of the
two; (4) problems that are inherent in software (or hardware) and technology that could lead to
normal accidents and malfunctions as a result of bugs, and attacks that are deliberate and carried
out intentionally by an adversary – perhaps by exploiting these vulnerabilities; (5) challenges that
are actual – such as infected software, compromised systems, hardware that has been damaged or
destroyed – and those that are perceptual, and are based on worst-case thinking and an assumption
that the systems have been compromised or may not work, irrespective of whether they have been,
might be, or will be.
The “cyber” challenge to nuclear weapons is therefore multifaceted and impacts across
every level of the cyber-nuclear nexus. It ranges from single unit variables and nuclear command
and control (such as missiles, warheads, specific computers, or early warning systems) through state
level structures and national security thinking (such as about nuclear deterrence, strategy and
nuclear posture), right up to international strategic relations, crisis stability and balances. While
often discrete, these challenges are of course interlinked and act as a multiplier across the nuclear
weapons enterprise. The result is that it makes sense to consider the impact on nuclear weapons
and their perceived utility in its entirety, and across the three levels of the nuclear enterprise: the
domestic nuclear weapons complex, state-based nuclear thinking and strategy, and the international
system.

Complexity, normal nuclear accidents and new nuclear vulnerabilities
While the central focus of the cyber challenge and of the burgeoning “cyber age” tends to be about
hacking, malware, logic bombs or denial of service attacks, perhaps the subtlest challenge is one
that has little to do with attacks or weapons at all. In fact, one of the biggest challenges is the
natural and inherent problems and “bugs” that are contained in evermore sophisticated and complex
software and coding. Generally speaking complex systems – particularly computer-based systems are likely to contain more bugs, problems and unforeseen errors, especially those that rely on
complex code, link multiple functions and hardware, and must make accurate computations quickly.
As Martin Libicki explains,
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Unfortunately, complexity is bad for security. It creates more places for bugs to lurk, makes
interactions among software components harder to understand, and increases the flow rate
of packets well past where anyone can easily reconstruct what happened when things go
wrong.11
There is perhaps no better example of a “complex system” than that required for nuclear command
and control – that is ensuring that nuclear weapons are safe and secure against unauthorized use or
accidents while at the same time ensuring that they can and will be used if and when required. This
is known as the “always-never paradox”12, and is increasingly reliant upon computers and software
for all nuclear-armed states. There are three significant implications of this for nuclear weapons
management; (1) increasing complexity – particularly computerization – raises the risk of “normal
nuclear accidents” within the nuclear enterprise; (2) complex systems used to manage nuclear
forces contain inherent vulnerabilities and bugs that might be exploited, and; (3) a growing
dependence on computers for society more broadly raises the possibility of large scale cyber attack
against non-nuclear systems and critical national infrastructure.
Normal accidents theory posits that complex systems – particularly computer systems – will
not always work as intended and will naturally go wrong some of the time.13 This is particularly the
case with highly pressurized systems, those that can never be fully tested, or with systems that deal
with hazardous technologies. There is perhaps no better example of a complex system than those
developed for nuclear command and control, and it should be no surprise that the atomic age is
littered with accidents and nuclear near misses – indeed, there are probably many more that we will
never know about.14 In fact, the complexity of the nuclear weapons business means that the
likelihood of such accidents has essentially become “normalized” – if things can go wrong they will
go wrong!15 Indeed, as Scott Sagan points out “…from a normal accidents perspective, the fact that
there has never been an accidental nuclear weapons detonation or an accidental nuclear war is
11
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surprising.”16 While not all previous nuclear accidents have involved computers and software, and
many have simply involved human error, a significant number of incidents have, and this seems
likely to increase as systems for nuclear weapons management become more complex, digitized and
intricate.17
Perhaps the best examples of computer-induced nuclear accidents are those events that
occurred at the US North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) between 1979 and
1984 – although this list is by no means exhaustive.18 The first took place in October 1979 after
computers at NORAD indicated that missile had been launched from a submarine in the waters off
the West Coast. A low level state of nuclear war was declared and nuclear-armed missiles across
the United States went on alert. The “attack” was later discovered to have been caused by someone
accidentally loading a war game onto the computer at the operations centre that simulated a Soviet
attack.19 In June 1980, a faulty computer processer twice caused false attack indications at NORAD
after it began writing data into warning messages that indicated a massive nuclear attack20, and in
1984, a computer malfunction indicated that a US nuclear-armed missile was about to fire.21 More
recently, in October 2010, the US Air Force lost contact with 50 Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
(ICBMs) after a computer circuit card had been dislodged.22 Data for other nuclear states is very
limited, but it should be assumed that similar accidents – perhaps due to computer problems – have
taken place in other countries in the past as well.23 This risk is only likely to grow as nuclear-armed
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actors come to rely more on computers and complex systems for nuclear weapons management.24
Moreover, as Peter Neumann notes, “If an event can happen accidentally, it often could be caused
intentionally.”25
The second implication of a growing reliance on software and computers for nuclear
weapons management – both operations and infrastructure - is the natural increase in the number of
vulnerabilities in this software that could be exploited by a would-be attacker. Of the two,
increased vulnerabilities and “ways in” to operational software used for nuclear command and
control is clearly the more serious – although hacking into weapon’s software would be very
difficult.26 But software vulnerabilities also make it easier to hack into other related systems, and in
particular, make it easier to steal data, “spoof” various systems with erroneous information, or
potentially interfere, disrupt or damage critical nuclear facilities and processes. Such vulnerabilities
or “bugs” as they are known colloquially, are essentially coding errors that allow hackers to break
into systems and circumvent their security mechanisms. Vulnerabilities and “zero day exploits”
(i.e. vulnerabilities that are yet to be discovered or patched) can now be purchased on the black
market27 – indeed, Stuxnet relied on four of these zero days in order to attack the enrichment plant
at Natanz.28 Moreover, and while former head of US Strategic Command General Robert Kehler
has remarked that he “is confident that US command and control systems and nuclear weapons
platforms ‘do not have significant vulnerability’ that cause him to be concerned.”29 He later
23
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remarked in a different interview that “we don’t know what we don’t know.”30 Likewise the recent
decision taken by the UK government to upgrade of the software used for the UK Trident
submarines, known as “Windows for Submarines”, came under strong scrutiny from the software
community who viewed the decision not to purchase the more expensive Linux software as
dangerous, suggesting that it could lead to loses in security, reliability and assurance.31 Interesting,
in this way, as Martin Martin Libicki has argued, “The future of information systems security has
far more to do with the future of information systems vulnerabilities than with information
weapons.”32
The increasing computerization, digitization and complexity of both nuclear operations and
nuclear infrastructure therefore raises the risk of “normal nuclear accidents” and creates new
vulnerabilities that can be exploited. As Ross Anderson points out,
Despite the huge amounts of money invested in developing high-tech protection
mechanisms, nuclear control and safety systems appear to suffer from just the same kind of
design bugs, implementation blunders and careless operations as any others.33
As a result it may be that less sophisticated systems are less vulnerable to cyber attack and normal
nuclear accidents, but at the same time, this will limit what they are able to do in terms of command
and control.

Stealing secrets: spying, hacking and nuclear espionage
The threat that an adversary might steal nuclear secrets – be they weapon designs and capabilities or
operational plans and procedures – has always been a major challenge for nuclear-armed states.
Indeed, the importance of nuclear espionage can be traced as far back as the early 1940s as Soviet
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spies sought (and acquired) information on the Manhattan Project and early US nuclear bomb
designs, and all aspects of nuclear spying have remained a constant ever since. However, the
spread of computers, networks and digitally stored data has created new problems for nuclear
secrecy and has changed, expanded and diversified the methods available for nuclear espionage. As
Peter Singer and Allan Friedman put it “… while computer networks are allowing groups to work
more efficiently and effectively than ever before, they are making it easier to steal secrets.”34
The nature of the challenge is not simply “hacking” into secret systems and downloading
and copying information over the internet and from remote locations – although this is of course a
key aspect of the problem, but it is also from the importance of computer and information security
in those systems that may already be air-gapped or separated from the Internet. Both are
particularly acute issues because of the large amount of information that can be stored on computers
and that can therefore also be stolen quickly and with minimal effort. Rather than having to rely on
copying by hand, taking photos or risk removing documents, enormous amounts of information can
now be (and has been) emailed or removed on a USB drive, a CD or in some other digital format.
When such attacks can be carried out over the Internet, the risks are reduced even further so that no
human agent needs to be placed in danger. Likewise, these economies of scale also allow
widespread “hoovering” espionage attacks that attempt to steal as much information as possible
about all things as well as the more targeted attacks on specific and specialized information.
Moreover, the very nature of hacking means that some secrets may be stolen for no purpose other
than to prove that it can be done or just to monitor what a potential enemy may be doing.
The cyber-nuclear espionage age probably began in the mid-1980s as computers and
networks gradually expanded throughout (particularly US) defence and military establishments, and
specifically to the 1986 “Cuckoo’s Egg” episode. Cuckoo’s Egg refers to the discovery by systems
administrator Clifford Stoll than a German hacker named Markus Hess had breached numerous
research and US military computers in order to find information on topics like nuclear weapons and
the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI).35 It later turned out that Hess had been working for the
Soviet KGB who were desperate to find out about SDI and the Reagan administration’s nuclear
plans. Since this time the volume and scope of cyber-nuclear espionage has expanded
exponentially: in 1991 Dutch hackers broke into US military networks and it was feared they were
searching for nuclear secrets and missile data to sell to Saddam Hussein36; in 1998 the Cox Report
34
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revealed that the Chinese had stolen a considerable cache of highly sensitive secrets over a number
of years, particularly those relating to the W88 nuclear warhead design – Matthew McKinzie later
remarked that it was an “unprecedented act of espionage … The espionage in the Manhattan Project
[would] pale in comparison”37, this became known as Kindred Spirit38; also in 1998 an American
teenage hacker broke in to India’s Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) and downloaded
passwords and emails39; in 1999 the thousands of files stolen and the extent of the infiltration of the
Moonlight Maze attack on Pentagon and sensitive information held by other US government
departments was revealed. The attack was believed to emanate from Russia.40
This trend has continued and in fact deepened during the last decade: in 2005 hackers
believed to be linked with the Chinese PLA infiltrated numerous US military systems searching for
nuclear secrets amongst other defence information in an operation dubbed Titan Rain41; in 2006 the
Israeli Mossad planted a Trojan in the computer of a senior Syrian government official which
revealed the extent of the Syrian nuclear programme and led directly to the attacks of 200742; in
2008 an infected USB stick led to Operation Buckshot Yankee where US classified networks were
breached and the air-gap was jumped – the agent.btz malware was designed by Russia to steal
military secrets and contained a beacon to allow mass data exfiltration.43 In recent years the cyber
espionage threat has diversified to include all manner of nuclear related systems: in February 2011
the Zeus information stealing Trojan aimed at contractors involved in building the UK Trident
Submarine force was discovered44; in May 2011 Iran was accused of hacking the IAEA looking for
37
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secrets regarding the monitoring of its nuclear programme45; in August 2011 the Shady RAT
malware targeted US government agencies, defence contractors and numerous high-technology
companies46, and in November 2012 the group Anonymous claimed to have hacked the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and threatened to release the “highly sensitive data”
on the Israeli nuclear programme that they had allegedly seized.47 US nuclear laboratories and
defense contractors have remained a primary target for hackers for at least the last decade48, and in
2013 hackers believed to be from the group “Deep Panda” linked with the Chinese PLA targeted
the computers of US nuclear researchers directly.49 Hackers have also targeted nuclear-related
systems, perhaps most notably the US and Israeli ballistic missile defence programmes, and stolen
important and secret data.50 While many of the nuclear espionage attacks (that we know about)
involve attacks on the US, Operation Olympic Games – the programme that would produce Stuxnet
– began primarily as an intelligence gathering and espionage operation against Iran.51 Likewise,
both the Flame and Duqu cyber attacks were designed primarily to gain intelligence on systems and
infrastructure – likely as precursor to a possible future physical attack or sabotage on the Iranian
nuclear programme.52 Indeed, an incident at the Fordo enrichment plant in 2012 where a suspected
monitoring device disguised as a rock blew up, suggested that the US and Israel have continued to
spy on the Iranian nuclear programme as negotiations have continued.53
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While the volume of cyber spying and the theft and attempted theft of a wide variety of
nuclear secrets has expanded exponentially in recent years, the implications of this are mixed, and
cyber nuclear espionage should not therefore be seen as a homogenous threat. On the lower end of
the scale cyber nuclear espionage is primarily about acquiring knowledge and intelligence on what
a certain state or actor is doing and the relative capabilities of key programmes. It might even be
about showing that it is possible to access these systems and acquire information, albeit for no
particular military purpose. On the next level nuclear secrets may be targeted in order to help
combat or defend against certain systems or to provide a better idea of operational procedures – a
good example of this might be the recent attempts to steal Israeli and US missile defence
information. Slightly more concerning is that nuclear secrets are stolen to aid proliferation – this
was certainly the case with China and the US W88 warhead – or that key nuclear designs could be
traded on the nuclear black-market to states or non-state actors looking to acquire nuclear
capabilities.54 Arguably the worst case scenario is that these attacks are used as precursors to
sabotage and physical destruction, and are used to find out about key systems and their
vulnerabilities, implant logic bombs or simply ensure access to these systems in the future.
Operation Olympic Games is the classic example of this, but it is feared that other attacks – notably
Moonlight Maze - may have been designed with a similar purpose in mind.

Sabotage and destruction
The cyber age and the computerization of society has transformed the scope for sabotage of key
systems, both in terms of critical national infrastructure and directly against nuclear weapons and
associated systems. In this way the challenge is divided between narrow and discrete attacks
directed against nuclear forces and systems – such as in procurement, early warning or the
destruction of facilities, and attacks not directed against nuclear weapons but that could effect
nuclear thinking – such as a strategic attack against critical national infrastructure (this is
considered in more detail in the next section). While key nuclear systems are certainly likely to be
far better protected than commercial infrastructure against sabotage and attack, and almost certainly
air gapped from the Internet, the threat is real and manifests right across the nuclear weapons
enterprise. As a US Defense Science Board Report warned in 2013, “US nuclear weapons may be
vulnerable to highly sophisticated cyber attacks.”55
54
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The procurement of nuclear-related software and components and the need to update and
replace systems presents a serious vulnerability for the nuclear weapons complex. The main threat
here is that vulnerabilities, problems, logic bombs or even software or hardware Trojans can be
inserted into software and systems in the manufacturing and supply stage. Sabotage can come in
many guises; it could involve the physical alteration of components so that they don’t work or at
least not work as expected, or the introduction of malware or coding to change a process, or even
the implanting of malware to allow access to the component in order to control, disrupt or destroy it
in the future. As Ross Anderson suggests, “The moral is that vulnerabilities can be inserted at any
point in the tool chain, so you can’t trust a system you didn’t build yourself.”56 But even protecting
systems built yourself is not straightforward, and some vulnerabilities may simply be the result of
accidents.
The first known example of “cyber-sabotage” can actually be traced back to the 1980s when
the CIA began a massive operation to feed modified technical equipment to the Soviet Union.
Under what became known as the Farewell Dossier, “Defective computer chips, flawed aerospace
drawings, and rewritten software were all injected into an unsuspecting Soviet military-industrial
complex”57, “contrived computer chips found their way into Soviet military equipment” and the
“Pentagon introduced misleading information pertinent to stealth aircraft, space defense and tactical
aircraft.”58 While the extent of the operation remains disputed59, former Air Force Secretary
Thomas Reed would later claim that a huge explosion in Russian gas pipeline in 1982 was a direct
result of this sabotage operation.60 More recently, and while the majority of attention has focused
on Stuxnet, it is clear that a widespread sabotage campaign directed against the Iranian nuclear
programme has been underway for well over a decade. In fact, according to Michael Adler,
It seems to be clear that there is an active and imaginative sabotage program from several
Western nations as well as Israel involving booby-trapping equipment which the Iranians
are procuring, tricking black-market smugglers, cyber operations, and recruiting scientists.61
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During the 1990s the US and Israel “modified” vacuum pumps purchased by Iran to make them
break down62; in 2012, Iranian lawmaker Aladedin Boroujerdi accused Germany’s Siemens of
planting tiny explosives inside equipment the Islamic Republic had purchased for its disputed
nuclear programme63; and in 2014, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammed Javad Zarif accused “the
West” of “trying to sabotage the heavy water nuclear reactor at Arak by altering components of its
cooling system”, and a huge explosion at the Parchin military base in October again raised the
question of sabotage.64 Similar techniques have also been used to aid counter-proliferation efforts,
especially against terrorist groups. As Eli Lake points out “… the specific benefit of sabotage is
that it makes countries wary of purchasing crucial [nuclear-related] materials on the black
market.”65
The threat of sabotage also involves attempts to attack, compromise or “spoof” early
warning and communications systems, and therefore to undermine the information that nuclear
decision makers and nuclear systems rely upon. Attempts to “jam” electronic communications or to
deceive an adversary by providing false or misleading information have long been key components
of warfare, but the nature of this challenge is also changing in the cyber age. There is perhaps no
better example of this than the alleged use of the Suter computer programme by Israel against
Syrian air defence radar in 2007 to allow Israeli jets to bomb a suspected nuclear site at Al Kibar.
Instead of simply jamming radar signals, the Suter programme hacked into the Syrian air defence
system allowing it to “see what enemy sensors see and then to take over as systems administrator so
sensors can be manipulated into positions so that approaching aircraft can’t be seen.”66 As a result,
the non-stealthy F-15 and F-16 aeroplanes used in the attack remained undetected and were able to
bypass the Syrian air defence system and bomb the suspected complex unhindered. It remains
unclear exactly how the Suter system – developed by BAE – worked, but it is possible that code
could have beamed into the radar from above or the system had been hacked by the Israelis prior to
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the attack.67 The Syrian radar system was likely purchased from Russia and is currently being used
by a number of other states, among them reportedly, Iran.68 While this attack was fairly limited, it
nevertheless provides a stark warning of new types of vulnerability, particularly for key nuclear
communications systems.69 While there are ways to protect and ensure against such attacks,
nuclear communications and early warning systems represent an obvious target in any future
crisis.70 Likewise, the risk of “spoofing” remains ever present – in July 2014 for example an Israeli
military twitter account was hacked and an erroneous report published that Dimona had been
attacked by rockets and had caused a “radiation catastrophe”.71
The final set of cyber sabotage challenges involves attacks intended to cause physical
destruction and harm or that are designed to cause a nuclear explosion. There are only a handful of
cyber-attacks that have caused physical destruction that are publicly known about72, and only one –
Stuxnet – that has cause direct destruction of a nuclear facility. While these attacks were all limited
and highly specialized they do nonetheless show that it is possible to infect and damage physical
systems – often not connected to the Internet - by hacking into the computers and networks that
67
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control them. The Stuxnet virus – W32.Stuxnet – that was discovered by Belarusian company
VirusBlockAda in June 2010 was only one of a number of pieces of malware aimed at the Iranian
nuclear enrichment programme at Natanz, which together have been credited with causing
significant damage to centrifuges and delaying considerably any Iranian bomb.73 The Stuxnet
viruses were designed to attack the SCADA control systems operating the centrifuges needed to
enrich uranium, first by attacking the valves the managed the flow of uranium hexafluoride into the
centrifuge, and later more directly by attacking the frequency converters.74 The thinking, according
to David Sanger, “was that the Iranians would blame bad parts, or bad engineering, or just
incompetence.”75 However, the success of Stuxnet was dependent upon a considerable amount of
prior monitoring and mapping of the system before any attack could take place, this information
was integral to its ability to work as planned. It is believed that Stuxnet entered the air-gapped
Natanz system through an infected USB drive or other media and probably via an unwitting
employee who had access to infection points.76
While Stuxnet undoubtedly represented a quantum leap in cyber capabilities and Operation
Orchard demonstrated the vulnerabilities of early warning and communications, the threat of cyber
sabotage to the nuclear enterprise remains limited – at least for now. That said, recent events have
shown that even systems not connected to the Internet as well as those vital for nuclear operations
could be compromised in a worst case scenario and that cyber-based weapons offer a useful method
of counter-proliferation. Interestingly therefore, it may be that the older and less sophisticated the
systems and infrastructure used in nuclear command and control, the more safe and secure against
sabotage they will be.

Nuclear strategy and cyber deterrence
The threat of cyber attack and the proliferation of “cyber weapons” have necessarily created a range
of new pressures for national security policy and the role of nuclear weapons, and specifically for
defence, deterrence and possible retaliation. Formulating a credible and workable way to respond
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to the cyber challenge has however been far from easy, and this has been greatly complicated by the
considerable differences between nuclear and cyber, the problems and limitations of cyber defence
and arms control, the likely need for some type of cross-domain deterrence/ retaliation strategy (that
may nor may or may not include nuclear weapons) and perhaps above all the uncertainty of the
nature and extent of any future cyber attack. These dynamics have made formulating a credible
nuclear-cyber strategy very difficult.
The rise of the “cyber challenge” has necessarily led to comparisons with nuclear weapons,
but the two are profoundly different and putting them in the same bracket is fundamentally
unhelpful. While there are some similarities; offense appears to trump defence and both often
involve delivery vehicles and “payloads”, we can think of at least four main differences between
cyber and nuclear; (1) the scale and nature of the threat, (2) the types of targets to be attacked, (3)
the types of actors involved, and (4) the rules and conventions which govern their use. In terms of
the scale and nature of the threat, even the most sophisticated cyber attacks are highly unlikely to
cause the enormous physical destruction, damage and death that just one nuclear bomb can and has
done77, and it is difficult to think of cyber weapons as being “strategic” or for that matter as
constituting war at least on their own (although this remains the subject for debate, and could
change in the future).78 Martin Libicki sums up this difference nicely; “Nuclear war creates
firestorms, destroying people and things for miles around. By contrast even a successful
widespread information attack has more the character of a snowstorm.”79 Part of the reason for this
is that the intended targets of cyber and nuclear attack tend to be fundamentally different. While it
is possible to have limited or focused nuclear attack, nuclear weapons are generally seen as
indiscriminate and intended to cause widespread damage to large urban areas, by contrast the most
threatening cyber attacks are likely to be highly specialized and target very specific systems or
machines – in fact, they often require highly specialized knowledge of the target beforehand to be
effective.80 Nuclear weapons have traditionally been the preserve of nation states and the main
actors in the nuclear game have been national governments – partly due to the enormous cost and
77
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undertaking involved in producing and fielding nuclear weapons - and this has meant that it has
been pretty clear where the threat comes from and who is ultimately responsible. While
sophisticated cyber attacks are probably also likely to be state-sponsored, the range of actors is
multifaceted and it has become far less clear who is ultimately responsible for these attacks.
Finally, the rules and conventions which have governed the use and role of nuclear weapons are
difficult to apply to the realm of cyber – the notions of, Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD), cyber
arms control and cyber deterrence in particular are inherently complicated, and there is no
established tradition of cyber non-use – in fact, cyber attacks are ongoing pretty much all of the
time.81 The net result is that using nuclear as a model for cyber is flawed, although some have
suggested that biological or chemical weapons might provide a better comparison.82
While the cyber challenge may be intrinsically different from that posed by nuclear weapons
it nonetheless requires concerted thinking about how to defend, deter and potentially respond to
cyber attacks in all their different guises. William Lynn has argued that “…traditional models of
assured destruction do not apply in cyber space … deterrence will necessarily be based more on
denying any benefit to attackers than on imposing costs through retaliation.”83 But cyber security
and defence, and the broader notion of deterrence by denial, is far from a panacea – even for
supposedly air-gapped, highly redundant and well-protected systems, and for states with advanced
cyber offense capabilities – and the concept of cyber arms control may be too problematic for
anything meaningful to be agreed.84 As a result, a significant component of any strategy to engage
the cyber threat will probably need to be deterrence by punishment and through the threat of
retaliation. However, deterring cyber attacks through the threat of punishment raises other
significant questions and complications, perhaps most importantly, whether attacks can be
attributed with enough confidence to elicit a response85, and what form this response might take if it
81
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is to be credible and viable. There is also the question of whether cyber should be considered
separately or as part of a broader (cross domain) deterrence strategy that involves other forms of
military and political power.86 To make matters more complicated it is likely that deterrence
thinking will have to be tailored to specific types of attack given the wide variety of activities that
fall under the rubric of cyber attack. As Richard Kugler explains “A one-size fits all approach to
deterrence will not work because of the multiplicity and diversity of potential adversaries and cyber
attacks.”87
If the deterrence of cyber attacks must to be “tailored” to the specific types of threat and
attack – ranging from hacking and nuisance to those that cause damage, disruption or destruction –
and proportional, this raises the question of what types of response might be required.88 It also
suggests that some types of cyber attack might require asymmetric response – including military
force – and that therefore cyber might have to be included in cross-domain deterrence planning. As
Siobham Graham and Julian Barnes explain:
If a cyber attack leads to the death, damage, destruction or high level of disruption that a
traditional military attack would cause, then it would be the candidate for a use of force
consideration.89
Or in the words of one US military official, “If you shut down our power grid, maybe we put a
missile down one of your smokestacks.”90 Such thinking necessarily leads to consideration of
whether there might be any role for nuclear weapons in “anchoring” the deterrence ladder and being
threatened in the event of a cyber attack of an existential nature. As the 2013 US Defense Science
Board argued,
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There is no silver bullet that will reduce DoD cyber risk to zero. While the problem cannot
be eliminated, it can and must be determinedly managed through the combination of
deterrence and improved cyber defense. Deterrence is achieved with offensive cyber, some
protected conventional capabilities, and anchored with nuclear weapons.91
In fact, “For a while it was Russian policy to react to strategic cyber attack with the choice of any
strategic weapons in its arsenal”92 and the US International Strategy for Cyberspace has declared
that it “reserve[s] the right to use all necessary means – diplomatic, informational, military and
economic – as appropriate and consistent with applicable international law, in order to defend our
Nation, our allies, our partners and our interests.”93
There is certainly some logic in including nuclear forces as part of a cross-domain cyber
deterrence strategy – especially given the problems of cyber defence. As Elbridge Colby explains,
… if Russia and China knows that we would never consider using nuclear weapons in
response to even a massive cyber attack, then that gives them a strong incentive to try to
exploit that advantages – even implicitly – by using cyber as a way to deter and even coerce
the United States and our allies.94
But, the majority of analysis has questioned the logic of commingling nuclear and cyber weapons.
Timothy Farnsworth for example has pointed to five main problems of using nuclear weapons to
deter cyber: (1) cyber attacks lack the destructive and existential threat of nuclear weapons; (2) a
nuclear response to a cyber attack is not proportional; (3) threatening to respond with nuclear
weapons lacks credibility in adversaries eyes; (4) cyber deterrence in general is difficult to achieve,
and; (5) the policy would provide a new rationale for nuclear proliferators.”95 Steven Andreasen
and Richard Clarke go on to say that “It is hard to see how this cyber-nuclear action-reaction
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dynamic would improve or US or global security.”96 Given the current nature of the cyber threat, it
is probably fair to say that nuclear weapons are not currently a good option for addressing and
deterring cyber challenges – and linking the two “domains” would appear to offer few benefits and
numerous problems. However, should the nature of the cyber threat change and evolve – which it
arguably will – then it is certainly not impossible that nuclear weapons could have a role to play in
the future.97

A cyber-nuclear security dilemma
In the past decade, cyber weapons and cyber attacks have become an increasingly important and
influential component of conflict – most notably they have been used by the US and Israel against
Iran and by Russia in Georgia, Estonia and Ukraine98 – and while the nature and form that these
attacks will continue to take remains uncertain, it seems likely that this trend will continue and be
exacerbated as we move into the future.99 An increased role for cyber weapons and attacks – either
one their own or in concert with the use of kinetic military force - is therefore likely to have
implications for the nature of conflict and particularly future crisis management between nucleararmed actors, and seems likely to introduce a range of new destabilizing and unhelpful factors to
what is already a complicated concept. While it may not be an existential cyber attack against
critical infrastructure, or even direct attacks against nuclear weapons themselves, cyber capabilities
will almost certainly be used against opposing military forces in future crises and this will have
implications for the role and utility of nuclear forces, strategic balances and for escalation.
There are essentially four key areas that cyber weapons might impact crisis stability between
nuclear-armed actors100: (1) they can potentially disrupt or destroy communications channels,
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making it difficult to manage forces during a conflict and reducing commanders’ confidence in their
systems, because “only a small number of attacks would have to be successful to plant seeds of
doubt in any information coming from a computer”101 – or they might include Distributed Denial of
Service attacks (DDoS)102; (2) they can increase perceived time pressures to act/ respond or to act
pre-emptively, as Stephen Cimbala explains:
A nuclear-armed state faced with a sudden burst of holes in its vital warning and response
systems might, for example, press the preemption button instead of waiting to ride out the
attack and retaliate.103
Or as David Gompert and Martin Libicki have warned,
In a situation where countries believe that they cannot afford to strike second, cyber-warfare
options augment conventional first strike capabilities with the means to paralyse the
enemy’s forces at the outset, by either retarding their flow into the theatre of war or
impairing their operation and facilitating their defeat once they arrive.104
(3) They may reduce the search for viable alternatives, and; (4) they may cause flawed images of
intentions and capabilities, exacerbate concerns of “strategic surprise, and create considerable
problems for successful “signaling.”105 Taken together these dynamics raise the likelihood of
(unintended) and potentially uncontrollable escalation and make the management of such crises
more complicated and dangerous.106 In fact, an Israeli war game held in 2013 showed how a
regional conflict involving cyber attacks could very quickly escalate, in this case bringing the US
and Russia to the brink of war. Haim Assa, the designer of the game, later remarked “What we all
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learned was how quickly localized cyber events can turn dangerously kinetic when leaders are illprepared to deal in the cyber domain.”107
This new cyber-nuclear security dilemma seems most likely to play out in the near future
between the United States and NATO, Russia and China. Perhaps the most likely future cybernuclear dilemma is between the United States and China in the Asia-Pacific, where both nations
have been pretty open about the importance of cyber capabilities and attacks on information
systems. As David Gompert and Martin Libicki explain, “China and the US both recognize that an
armed conflict with the other would include cyber warfare.”108 More specifically, the US “Air-Sea
battle plan “makes no bones about conducting cyber warfare against Chinese kill-chain networks in
the event of a conflict,”109 while at the same time,
Many analysts now believe that the PLA has already acquired, through its development of
strong cyberwar force capabilities, the means to asymmetrically challenge the United States
in the event of a kinetic conflict between the two states.110
The second potential cyber-nuclear dilemma, especially given their recent and very obvious use of
cyber capabilities, is likely to be between the US, its NATO allies and Russia. In fact, as part of its
Wales summit in September 2014, and almost certainly in part as a response to Russian activities in
Ukraine, NATO made it clear that cyber attacks were a major challenge and concern for the
Alliance, as Sidney Freedberg explains,
… the alliances hallowed article 5 – which says an attack on one member is an attack
against all – applies equally to virtual attacks as to physical ones … NATO is now taking
cyber threats as seriously as the Russian tanks and nuclear weapons it was created to
deter.111
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A few months later, in November 2014, NATO held its largest ever cyber war game just outside the
city of Tartu in Estonia. As Sam Jones commented, “In reality, the scenario was a thinly disguised
version of the threats confronting the alliance as a result of the crisis in Ukraine. Russia, though
never mentioned, loomed large.”112 While it remains unclear at “what threshold collective defense
will be triggered, and how this threshold will be measured”113, current NATO thinking appears to
suggest “that some cyber attacks could have the same level of disruption on Nato countries and
economies as conventional warfare.”114 It is important to remember that NATO deterrence thinking
remains “anchored” by nuclear weapons.
While the emergence of cyber weapons and attacks in these strategic nuclear relationships
does not necessarily mean the next crisis will become unmanageable and lead to disaster, it clearly
will make a safe and peaceful resolution more complicated. As Ashton Carter has pointed out: “…
one must face the fact that specific instances of error and uncertainty almost always look
improbable and absurd, which tends to discredit them as subjects for serious study.”115

Conclusion: putting the cyber risk in perspective
Cyber weapons will not supersede nuclear weapons or become strategic tools of warfare any time
soon, but this does not mean that new technological developments are not having a significant
impact across the nuclear weapons enterprise. If we take cyber as a holistic concept that includes
not just the Internet, but also software, hardware, other infrastructure and the people that operate
these systems, then the challenge of the cyber age is in fact multifaceted, albeit in some cases more
subtle and exacerbating rather than transforming established nuclear tensions and problems. One
notable dynamic here is the inherent complications of relying upon increasingly sophisticated and
complex technology in nuclear management, and particularly in nuclear command and control. The
nuclear past is littered with examples of near misses and accidents – many of which can be either
directly or indirectly attributed to computers and software – and this seems only likely to increase
as nuclear-armed states strive for more sophisticated and complex management systems. Normal
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nuclear accidents – without the need for any attack – must therefore remain a key topic of study in
the cyber age, and more complex systems mean more potential vulnerabilities that could be
exploited by a would-be attacker.
Cyber nuclear espionage is a significant problem that has grown considerably over the past
two decades and clearly has implications not just for proliferation of nuclear knowhow, but also for
the efficacy of systems (nuclear and non-nuclear) in any future crisis scenario. Given the enormous
amounts of data involved, it is most likely that this problem can really only be managed rather than
eradicated. Likewise, the Stuxnet virus demonstrated just how real the threat of sabotage and
destruction is, although this was a highly complex piece of malware that took many years to
develop and required considerable prior knowledge. As such, the strategic sabotage of critical
infrastructure or of the nuclear weapons enterprise remains very difficult to mount, and perhaps
impossible in reality at the time of writing. That said, Stuxnet is likely just the tip of the iceberg
and the development of new technologies that might compromise and even destroy systems will
undoubtedly improve in time. The threat of a terrorist attack on a nuclear weapon or weapons
facility in this manner is an ever-present possibility – although power plants or key infrastructure
may prove more attractive targets. While mechanisms to protect key nuclear infrastructure against
cyber attack can certainly be enacted, these are not foolproof and are likely to be costly.
Given the current shape of the cyber challenge, using nuclear weapons to deter a cyber
attack is neither an attractive nor useful idea, although it could prove to be so in the future. Part of
the reason for this is that cyber and nuclear are fundamentally different, and while the difficulties of
cyber defence and cyber arms control mean that some type of deterrence should almost certainly be
used, this does not currently need to include nuclear weapons. Doing so would probably lack
credibility and would do little for wider non-proliferation and arms control efforts given the nature
of the current threat. That said, cyber will undoubtedly further muddy the waters of crisis stability
between nuclear-armed actors, and present new challenges for risk management, communication
and signaling. The development of a new “cyber-nuclear security dilemma” could therefore be one
of the most dangerous developments in the cyber-nuclear nexus in the coming years.
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